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By Dan Greenburg

BRILLIANCE AUDIO, 2015. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English . Brand New. A
series of successful professional men are found slashed to death in their beds, apparently during
sex, the presumed victims of a gay murderer. Homicide detective Max Segal is on the case, but he s
distracted by his failing marriage and an attractive journalist who is covering the case. Judy Wells
has everyone fooled, including the police. She s been methodically stalking, seducing, and
murdering every man who has ever dumped her -- and her revenge seems almost justified. But the
FBI is closing in. Despite his troubles, Max isn t far behind, and as the players speed toward an
inevitable confrontation, listeners are in for a thrilling and explosive conclusion. Like Fear Itself and
Love Kills, Dan Greenburg s other bestselling thrillers, Exes is a terrifyingly realistic, darkly
humorous, startlingly sexual, street-tough novel with a surprising climax.
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Very beneficial to any or all class of individuals. It is rally interesting throgh looking at time. You will not feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's
what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Dr . Da lla s Reing er  IV-- Dr . Da lla s Reing er  IV

It in a of the most popular publication. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is
merely soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Ger a r do Ra th-- Ger a r do Ra th
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